We introduce a new, powerful method to constrain properties of neutron stars (NSs). We show that the total mass of GW170817 provides a reliable constraint on the stellar radius if the merger did not result in a prompt collapse as suggested by the interpretation of associated electromagnetic emission. The radius R 1.6 of nonrotating NSs with a mass of 1.6 M can be constrained to be larger than 10.68
INTRODUCTION
The recently detected GW170817 is the first observed gravitational-wave (GW) source involving matter (Abbott et al. 2017 ). The measured binary masses point to a merger of two neutron stars (NSs). Apart from the importance of this detection for stellar astrophysics and nucleosynthesis, such events are highly interesting because they bear the potential to infer weakly-constrained properties of NSs (Lattimer & Prakash 2016; Özel & Freire 2016; Oertel et al. 2017) . Such information can be obtained from the GW signal either from finite-size effects during the late inspiral phase (e.g. Faber et al. 2002; Flanagan & Hinderer 2008; Read et al. 2013; Del Pozzo et al. 2013; Abbott et al. 2017) or through the characteristic oscillations of the postmerger remnant Bauswein et al. , 2014 Takami et al. 2014; Clark et al. 2014; Chatziioannou et al. 2017 ). Both approaches require high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).
The merging of two NSs can result either in the direct formation of a black hole (BH) on a dynamical time scale (prompt collapse) or the formation of an at least transiently stable NS merger remnant (delayed/no collapse). The former case occurs for mergers with binary masses M tot above a threshold binary mass M thres , a delayed or no collapse results for binaries with M tot < M thres . The two different collapse scenarios are also expected to lead to different electromagnetic emission. The amount of dynamical ejecta is strongly reduced in the case of prompt BH formation (Bauswein et al. 2013b; Hotokezaka et al. 2013) . Also, the different nature of the merger remnant yields different amounts of secular ejecta (Fernández & Metzger 2013; Metzger & Fernández 2014; Perego et al. 2014; Siegel et al. 2014; Just et al. 2015) .
In this letter we present a new method to infer information on the NS equation of state (EoS) from NS mergers that does not require a high SNR of the GW measurement. Our constraint only relies on the measured binary mass of GW170817 and the evidence for a delayed/no collapse in this event as suggested by its electromagnetic emission (e.g. Kasen et al. 2017; Metzger 2017) . In the case of a delayed/no collapse the measured total binary mass of GW170817 provides a lower bound on the threshold mass for direct BH formation,
and we conclude that the radius R 1.6 of a NS with 1.6 M must be larger than 10.68
+0.15
−0.04 km. We demonstrate that our new method promises very strong constraints on NS radii and the maximum mass M max of nonrotating NSs if more NS mergers will be observed and in particular if an event with a prompt collapse of the merger remnant is identified.
OBSERVATIONS
Several telescopes observed emission in the X-ray, optical and infrared from the GW source with spatial and temporal coincidence (LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2017 ). The observations are compatible with NS merger ejecta that are heated by the nuclear decays of products of the rapid neutron-capture process (Metzger et al. 2010) . The light-curve properties were interpreted as being produced by dynamical ejecta from the merger and secular ejecta from the merger remnant. The estimated ejecta mass is in the range 0.03 to 0.05 M (Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Kasen et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017; Chornock et al. 2017; Drout et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017; Kasliwal et al. 2017; Kilpatrick et al. 2017; Tanvir et al. 2017; Tanaka et al. 2017) , which even for asymmetric binaries lies near the high end of the theoretical range expected from simulations. This can be interpreted as tentative evidence for a delayed/no collapse in GW170817 because this merger outcome tends to produce larger ejecta masses as compared to a direct collapse (Bauswein et al. 2013b; Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Fernández & Metzger 2013; Metzger & Fernández 2014; Perego et al. 2014; Siegel et al. 2014; Wanajo et al. 2014; Just et al. 2015; Sekiguchi et al. 2016) . We thus use below the assumption of no prompt collapse in GW170817 and leave the detailed interpretation of the electromagnetic emission to future work. Our assumption can be corroborated by refined models and future observations.
NEUTRON-STAR RADIUS CONSTRAINTS

Threshold binary mass
If GW170817 resulted in a delayed collapse or no collapse, its total mass provides a lower limit on the threshold binary mass for prompt collapse as given by Eq. (1).
The threshold binary mass M thres depends sensitively on the EoS (Shibata 2005; Baiotti et al. 2008; Hotokezaka et al. 2011; Bauswein et al. 2013a) . Considering different EoSs, in Bauswein et al. (2013a) we found by hydrodynamical simulations that the threshold binary mass to good accuracy follows
with R 1.6 being the radius of a nonrotating NS with a mass of 1.6 M and M max being the maximum mass of nonrotating NSs. The relation was derived from simulations of symmetric binary mergers but also holds for moderately asymmetric systems (Bauswein et al. 2013a; Bauswein & Stergioulas 2017 additional simulations for 5 representative EoSs that strongly asymmetric mergers with mass ratio q = 0.6 have a threshold binary mass which is systematically lower by 0.1 to 0.3 M than M thres of equal-mass binaries. This reduction of M thres for asymmetric binaries is understandable because according to Kepler's law asymmetric binaries have less angular momentum than equal-mass binaries with the same M tot at a given orbital separation, which implies less stabilization for asymmetric mergers. (With the low-spin priors the 90% credibility interval of the mass ratio of GW170817 is q = 0.7 − 1.0). If GW170817 was very asymmetric, one has M asym thres ≥ M tot , which implies that Eq. (1) is conservative because M thres > M asym thres . A similarly accurate description of M thres is given by the fit
with the radius R max of the maximum-mass configuration. Eq. (2) is accurate to better than 0.1 M (Bauswein et al. 2013a (Bauswein et al. , 2016 . The existence of these relations has been solidified by semi-analytic calculations of equilibrium models (Bauswein & Stergioulas 2017) .
Radius constraints
Equations (2) and (3) imply constraints on NS radii R 1.6 and R max since the total binary mass of GW170817 represents a lower bound on M thres (Eq. (1)). Figure 1 (left panel) shows M thres (M max ; R 1.6 ) (Eq. (2)) for different chosen values of R 1.6 (solid lines). Every sequence terminates at
which is an empirical upper limit on M max for the given R 1.6 . Extending various microphysical EoSs with a maximally stiff EoS, i.e. v sound = c, beyond the central density of a NS with 1.6 M determines the highest possible M max for a given R 1.6 compatible with causality. With Eq. (2) it implies M thres ≥ 1.22M max .
In Fig. 1 the horizonal dark blue band refers to the measured lower limit of M thres given by the total binary mass of GW170817 (Eq. (1)). This GW measurement thus rules out EoSs with very small R 1.6 because those EoSs would not result in a delayed collapse for the measured binary mass. The allowed range of possible stellar parameters is indicated by the light blue area. The solid blue curve corresponds to the smallest R 1.6 compatible with Eq. (1). Hence, the radius of a 1.6 M NS must be larger than 10.30 +0.15 −0.03 km. The error bar corresponds to the radii compatible with the error in M tot . Arguments about the error budget and the robustness are provided in Sect. 3.3. Figure 1 (right panel) displays M thres (M max ; R max ) for different chosen R max (solid lines). The different sequences for fixed R max are constrained by causality (Koranda et al. 1997; Lattimer & Prakash 2016) requiring
and with Eq. (3)
The lower bound of M thres given by the measured total mass of GW170817 is shown as dark blue band. The radius R max of the nonrotating maximum-mass NS is thus constrained to be larger than 9.26 +0.17 −0.03 km. Instead of using Eq. (1) it may be more realistic to assume that the remnant was stable for at least 10 milliseconds to yield the observed ejecta properties (high masses, blue component) (Margalit & Metzger 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al. 2017) . In this case our numerical simulations suggest that M thres − M tot ≥ 0.1 M . This strengthens the radius constraints to R 1.6 ≥ 10.68 +0.15 −0.04 km and R max ≥ 9.60 +0.14 −0.03 km. Figure 2 shows these radius constraints overlaid on mass-radius relations of different EoSs available in the literature. Our new radius constraints for R 1.6 and R max derived from GW170817 exclude EoS models describing very soft nuclear matter. For the three EoSs excluded by our "realistic" constraint in Fig. 2 , e.g. the softest EoS in Hebeler et al. (2013) , we crosschecked that numerical simulations with the binary masses of GW170817 do indeed result in a prompt collapse. 
GW170817
Figure 2. Mass-radius relations of different EoSs with very conservative (red area) and "realistic" (cyan area) constraints of this work for R1.6 and Rmax. Horizontal lines display the limit by Antoniadis & et al. (2013) . The dashed line shows the causality limit.
Discussion: robustness and errors
We took an overall conservative approach in this first study. Future refinements may strengthen these constraints. Our way of inferring NS radii is particularly appealing and robust because it only relies on (1) a well measured quantity (total binary mass with reliable error bars), (2) a single verifiable empirical relation (Eqs. (2) or (3)) derived from simulations, and (3) a clearly defined working hypothesis (delayed/no collapse of the merger remnant). All assumptions can be further substantiated and refined by more advanced models and future observations, and error bars can be robustly quantified.
(1) Mass measurement: The total binary mass can be measured with good accuracy and the error bars are given with high confidence. We fully propagate the error through our analysis using the low-spin prior results of Abbott et al. (2017) . If GW170817 was an asymmetric merger as tentatively suggested by the high ejecta mass, the true M tot lies at the upper bound of the error band and our radius constraints become stronger.
(2) Accuracy of empirical relations for M thres : The empirical relations (Eqs. (2) and (3)) are inferred from hydrodynamical simulations (Bauswein et al. 2013a (Bauswein et al. , 2016 and carry a systematic error 1 and an intrinsic scatter (stemming from the sample of candidate EoSs, which do not perfectly fulfill the analytic fit). M thres has been numerically determined with a precision of ±0.05 M . Deviations between fits and numerical data are on average less than 0.03 M and at most 0.075 M 2 . We do not include this uncertainty in our error analysis because the numerically determined M thres of all tested microphysical candidate EoSs is significantly smaller than the maximum of the M thres (M max ) sequence for the radius given by the respective EoS 3 . Recall that the maxima of the M thres (M max ) sequences are given by maximally (unrealistically) stiff EoSs only constrained by causality. We thus remain conservative by determining minimum NS radii through the maxima of the sequences defined by causality.
1 Simulations for determining M thres and corresponding fits employ a conformally flat spatial metric with a GW backreaction scheme (Oechslin et al. 2007; Bauswein et al. 2013a) , which results in a slightly decelerated inspiral (compared to fully relativistic calculations) and thus leads to a slight overestimation of M thres by ∼ 0.05 M . We will quantify this effect in future work and emphasize that a small overestimation implies that our radius constraints are conservative.
2 We computed M thres for six additional EoSs not included in Bauswein et al. (2013a) to verify this accuracy in particular for EoS models yielding relatively small NS radii (as small as R 1.6 = 10.37 km).
3 Within our sample of 17 candidate EoSs the true M thres is on average 0.17 M (0.14 M for the Rmax sequence) below the maximum M up thres of the M thres (Mmax, R) relation, which well justifies to neglect the scatter in Eqs. (2) and (3). Three EoSs (eosAU, WFF1, LS375) are relatively close to the maximum (∼ 0.02 M below M up thres ). However, these EoS models become acausal (v sound > c), i.e. unrealistically stiff, at densities of highmass merger remnants, which artificially increases M thres . For these EoSs we determined M thres with a precision of ±0.025 M .
We note that evidence for a long-lived merger remnant (e.g. Lippuner et al. 2017; Margalit & Metzger 2017 ) further strengthens our arguments. The longer the remnant lifetime τ , the larger is the difference M thres − M tot > 0, which implies stronger radius constraints (see above). These considerations emphasize the importance of a better understanding of the dependence of the remnant lifetime on the binary mass, which represents a challenge for numerical simulations, but could yield even stronger radius constraints (see Sect. 4). Currently, the lifetime of presumably more than just a few milliseconds for the remnant in GW170817 implies an additional buffer in our error analysis.
The validity of Eqs. (2) and (3) and their uncertainties should be explored by future simulations employing an even larger set of EoSs (including models of absolutely stable quark matter) and successively improved numerical modeling.
Obviously, the merger outcome for a given EoS can be directly tested through numerical simulations for the measured binary masses to validate our constraints.
(3) Distinction of collapse scenarios: The scenario of a delayed/no collapse in GW170817 can be consolidated by more advanced models of the electromagnetic emission. We anticipate that as more GW and counterpart observations become available in the future, the comprehension of their emission features will grow and will allow a more robust distinction between prompt and delayed collapse events. The growing understanding can be applied to the interpretation of past events by using additional information about the remnant lifetime for continuous refinements of the radius constraints. The interpretation of electromagnetic emission resulting from prompt or delayed collapse can be tested in the future also by measuring postmerger GW emission (Clark et al. 2014) .
FUTURE MEASUREMENTS
Ideas introduced in this paper bear the potential of very strong EoS constraints as they are applied to future GW events with higher binary masses. We point out three future hypothetical scenarios.
(1) If an event with higher chirp mass than in GW170818 is detected and evidence for a delayed/no collapse is found, the lower bound on M thres increases. The dark blue band in Fig. 1 shifts to higher M thres and NS radii must be larger than implied by GW170817. This is sketched in Fig. 3 for a hypothetical event with M tot = (2.9 ± 0.02) M .
(2) If an event with a higher chirp mass than in GW170817 and a signature of a prompt collapse is observed, this will establish an upper bound on M thres . Figure 3 shows this case for a hypothetical binary mass of 3.1 M . This measurement would imply an upper bound on NS radii, here R 16 ≤ 13 km and R max ≤ 11.48 km, and an upper bound on M max (∼ 2.5 M for this hypothetical case). These limits are visualized in Fig. 4 . The upper right exclusion region is given by the solution to M tot = 3.1 M = (−3.38 GMmax c 2 Rmax +2.43)M max (Eq. 3). As more detections with different binary masses are made, M thres will be constrained increasingly tighter from above and below. This will limit NS radii, i.e. R max and R 1.6 , and M max to a relatively narrow range. M max will be constrained from above and possibly determined with good accuracy if NS radii can be narrowed down by other even more accurate methods.
(3) Events with an upper bound on the remnant lifetime establish effectively an upper bound on M thres with similar implications as in the previous scenario. This requires a better understanding of the exact dependence of the lifetime on binary masses and a reliable way to constrain the lifetime from observations, both of which can be achieved through improved numerical or analytic models. We sketch a hypothetical case in Fig. 5 R max = 9 km R max = 10 km R max = 11 km R max = 12 km R max = 9.80 km hypothetical R max = 11.48 km Figure 3 . Same as Fig. 1 (right panel) . Dark blue bands display binary masses of hypothetical events with 2.9 M resulting in a delayed collapse and 3.1 M resulting in a prompt collapse. Viable NS properties are constrained to the light blue area.
CONCLUSIONS
We introduce a new method to constrain NS radii and the maximum mass from GW observations of NS mergers and the observational distinction between a delayed and prompt collapse of the merger remnant. Based on the binary mass measurement of GW170817 and the well justified hypothesis of a delayed/no collapse in this event (e.g. Margalit & Metzger 2017; Metzger 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017) , we show that the radius of a 1.6 M NS must be larger than 10.68
+0.15
−0.04 km and the radius of the maximum-mass configuration, R max , is larger than 9.60 +0.14 −0.03 km. We stress the potential of future GW events. In particular, an event associated with a prompt collapse will constrain NS radii from above as well as the maximum mass M max of nonrotating NSs. As the sensitivity of GW detectors increases, more events with more accurate mass measurements can be expected. Similarly, we anticipate a more robust identification of the collapse behavior as more electromagnetic counterparts are observed and increasingly better understood theoretically.
Our new method is particularly promising because it does not require higher SNRs of future GW events and is thus directly applicable to any new event within the era of current detectors for which the collapse behavior can be classified. It provides a robust, complimentary way of constraining the high-density EoS independent of efforts to measure finite-size effects during the late inspiral phase (Faber et al. 2002; Flanagan & Hinderer 2008; Read et al. 2013; Del Pozzo et al. 2013; Abbott et al. 2017) or prospects to detect oscillations from the postmerger phase Bauswein et al. , 2014 Clark et al. 2014; Chatziioannou et al. 2017) . See e.g. Lawrence et al. (2015) ; Fryer et al. (2015) ; Margalit & Metzger (2017) for alternative methods to constrain M max .
Apart from the model-dependent interpretation of the electromagnetic emission our method only relies on binary mass measurements and empirical relations describing M thres (M max , R). Future calculations can further corroborate these relations for a larger sample of candidate EoSs and with more sophisticated models, although it seems unlikely that for instance a detailed incorporation of neutrinos or magnetic fields can have a significant influence on the relations for the threshold mass. We emphasize the simplicity and robustness of our constraints as a major advantage.
We demonstrated this robustness with the observation of GW170817 and its electromagnetic counterpart making conservative assumptions throughout, for instance by assuming an equal-mass merger. Future work should refine this first study and will yield stronger radius constraints. Specifically we refer to the inclusion of massratio effects and additional information from limits on the remnant lifetime. As follow-up to this letter we will update our radius constraints following the methods described here as new measurements become available 4 .
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